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The legend of the hippo.
According to local legend, it was in 1915, give or take a 

year, that a circus train stopped in Hutto at the depot to take on 
passengers, pick up and deliver mail and possibly take on water 
for the steam locomotive. The circus train workers took this 
opportunity to water their animals. At some point during this 
historic layover, the hippo got out of its railcar and made its way 
to the nearby Cottonwood Creek which would have been run-
ning pretty well at that time. This caused much consternation for 
the circus workers. Local farmers and merchants watched the 
commotion in amusement and with interest as unsuccessful ef-
forts were made to extricate the hippopotamus from the muddy 
waters of Cottonwood Creek. It is said that 
the Depot Agent, who at that time would 
have been Hal Farley, Jr., telegraphed the 
communities of Taylor and Round Rock 
that were eight miles to the east and west 
of Hutto to the effect of: “STOP TRAINS, 
HIPPO LOOSE IN HUTTO”. After much 
effort the hippo was prodded from the mud 
and water that resembled its natural habitat 
and was reloaded back onto the train car.  
History - or some version of it - was made.

The earliest record we have found so 
far of the hippo being used by the Hutto 
school system  was 1923 on a high school 

graduation invitation. The hippo was was officially adopted as 
the school mascot in the early 1930’s. 

Is this the real story?
That is hard to tell. Despite a lot of research and an article 

back in 1979 in the Corsican News, the story hasn’t been veri-
fied by any old newspaper accounts, and old timers who were 
kids then just smile when asked. However, it has been confirmed 
that in the early 20th century there were two traveling circuses 
that had hippo exhibits and made the circuit through central 
Texas as part of their annual season. Both have long since 

ceased to exist, but given their history, it 
is quite possible one of them stopped here 
in Hutto and the legend was born. Shown 
here is a photo of the Patterson Traveling 
Circus hippo, circa 1917, out of Paola, 
Kansas, that was taught to draw a two 
wheel cart. Who knows, perhaps she is 
Hutto’s original Henrietta.

The hippo has a uniqueness to our 
community as illustrated in the above 
story. Just as special is the way in which 
the hippo has become a part of our com-
munity fabric through the schools, people, 
the businesses, the city and the Chamber 
of Commerce.

What’s with 
   all the Hippos?

The first question many people new to Hutto ask  is “why are there hippos everywhere?” 
The short answer is “Mike Fowler”, but  we’ll explain that later. 

New families moving to Hutto don’t understand the “phenomenon”, and sometimes their kids 
really object to the idea of being a “hippo”. But in a very short time most discover that being a hippo 
is fun and that our schools take a great deal of pride in it. And best of all, it is unique. Hutto is the 
only school district, and thanks to Mike, the only city in the nation with a hippo as its mascot. And 
when used properly that can be a powerful marketing tool!

The hippo is an animal to be reckoned with - powerful, fast and tough, it dominates its environ-
ment. Hippos can run thirty miles an hour on dry land and are very agile in the water.  OK . . . but 
what does that have to do with Hutto?
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Roger Brooks, the CEO of Destination Development, 
Inc., wrote a great magazine article in the April 2004 article in 
the Texas Municipal League publication, Texas Town & City 
titled: “Make It Easy to Tell Your Cows From My Cows: Why 
Branding Your City Is Important”. Brooks, known as “the Dr. 
Phil of tourism”, stated that “In its simplest form, branding is 
the art of setting yourself apart from everyone else.” Brooks 
also explained his “Ten Rules of Branding” that were all clearly 
applicable to Hutto and our hippo identifier. You are certainly 
encouraged to research branding and destination development 
and draw your own conclusions. And do take the little quiz on 
logos found elsewhere in this issue.

It has been frequently stated that other communities will 
search for something unique to be associated with and often 
spend huge sums of money to create even artificial symbols 
for themselves. When you read the Roger Brooks article on 
“branding” and fully relate its importance to Hutto, it is clear 
that we have a perfect identifier and hook 
with the hippopotamus. This is exactly and 
correctly what Hippos Unlimited has been 
promoting for the past seven years. Hippos 
Unlimited is a 501(c)3, nonprofit group that 
seeks to “educate, publicize promote the 
Hutto Community through the use of its 
primary identifier— the Hippo.”

Polo Enriquez, former Executive Director of the Hutto 
Economic Development Corporation, often told the story of 
being able to meet for an extra period of time with Rick Perry 
because the Governor of Texas knew that we are the hippos. The 
Governor used that information of Hutto being “hippoland” as 
an opener to initiate conversation with Polo regarding economic 
development issues for Hutto. After all, Hutto is “the Official 
Hippo Capital of Texas” and it was Governor Perry that had 
signed House Concurrent Resolution 89 providing that designa-
tion. That is where Mike Fowler came back in. Recognizing the 
value of a unique identifier, Mike, then Mayor, persuaded our 
state representative to introduce the legislation Perry signed. 
He then brought in hundreds of concrete hippos which have 
since multiplied all over town, many painted to suit business 
needs and personal whims.

Hutto is already self-branded with the hippo and we 
should make the most of it. The hippo is Hutto’s natural 
“brand” just because of this uniqueness. Wherever we go and 
mention Hutto, people who have 
never been to central Texas often  
know that we are the hippos. 

Let’s preserve our past and 
build our future with the heri-
tage retention that is presented 
through the redevelopment and 
reclamation of the CO-OP prop-
erty and downtown. It is time 
to create libraries, museums, 
heritage centers and art in public 
places. In Hutto it is clear that 
Hippos and heritage do go together. The possibilities are end-
less… our brand could result in a Healthy Hippo Festival, a 
water park, a cook-off, gift shops, … to name just a few ideas. 
Let us not only take pride in our identifier, but use it to its fullest 
potential to promote community pride, heritage, uniqueness, 
economic development and most especially tourism. 

 Is it a good marketing tool? While other cities have spent 
hundreds of thousands of dollars trying to come up with slogans 
or catchy phrases, ours was here for the asking and already well 
establish. It has proven to be very effective, generating newspa-
per, television and other coverage nation wide. five years ago 
when I attended the International Council of Shopping Centers 
convention in Las Vegas, a great many retailers and developers 
upon learning I was from Hutto would say “Hutto - - Hutto 
Hippos - tell me about it” Great ice breaker. 

Today, there are some 1500 concrete hippos of all sizes 
throughout Hutto. Tourists come from all over the United States 

to see the hippos too and virtually every day there are adults as 
well as kids having their picture taken with Henrietta, the big 
hippo by the Chamber on East Street (by the way, she weighs 
around 14,000 pounds).

Another question that has started to come up lately 
because of Hutto’s tremendous growth is “what is going to 
happen when we get a second high school? Won’t we have to 
get another mascot?”

My answer is simple - no. We keep the same mascot and 
find a way to differentiate the schools such as “North High”  
and “South High” or by school colors.  Why you ask? There are 
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several reasons. First, we have a very well established totally 
unique mascot/identifier which has taken years to build up and 
now is nationally known. Why would we want to throw that 
out and become just another small city, another school district 
like hundreds of others?

Second, because the hippo is unique to us, it has value, 
real tangible value which continues to grow each year as we 
do. And for the school district it can eventually become a sig-
nificant source of income. That translates into less taxes for 
district residents.

Two high schools with the same mascot in the same school 
system, and the only one of its kind in the US, will attract ma-
jor attention - and publicity. Initially it will help market Hutto 
more and make it easier for us to stand out from the field when 
going after new businesses, whether manufacturing or retail. 
Businesses especially understand the value of branding, of a 
highly recognizable symbol. 
Millions of dollars are spent 
every year trying to establish 
or improve brands. 

But when we get a third 
high school, which could be 
in as little as fifteen to twenty 
years, then national and in-
ternational firms will want to 
take advantage of it because 
we will be the only school 
system anywhere with the 
same mascot but a one-of-a-kind mascot, and they will pay 
to become a part of that fame and uniqueness through major 
donations and naming rights to buildings.

But I personally believe there is an even more important 
aspect which most people overlook. People are moving here in 
part because they like the small town atmosphere, the friendli-
ness of the community. The Hutto city council, the Hutto EDC, 
the Hutto Chamber,  and local businesses all are working hard 
to consciously preserve that feeling even as we grow into a 
good size city. Staying unified will help preserve that “small 

town  feel” better than anything. If we have the same mascot, 
the same symbol for the schools and the city, and we keep it 
fresh and fun, we’ll  continue to pull together. Think of it like 
siblings. When you have more than one child in a family, you 
don’t change their last name, rather you love them all. Two 
high schools, even three, could have a great rivalry going, 
just like brothers and sisters, but if one competes outside, then 
everyone in the district will be behind them. If a team, a band, 
an academic team or even a single student, goes to a district or 
state competition, they will be representing all of Hutto - the 
Hutto Hippos, not just one part, and we can all be proud of 
them and cheer them on.

Round Rock for example has four good high schools, and 
will soon have a fifth, but if one of them goes to state, the others 
could care less - they don’t have an attachment. They may be 
in the same district but it doesn’t mean anything. Georgetown 
is now  starting to go through this as they built the ninth grade 
center in preparation for a second high school. Already one can 
see the splits, feel the fabric of what has been a very tight knit 
school system unraveling. 

No, if we keep the same unique mascot Hutto will become 
stronger, better known, and best of all, stay unified. And that 
success will show up in businesses as well. Just look around 
town and see how many businesses are sporting hippos, taking 
pride in being part of something fun and unique.


